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with Dr. Rick Mosswith Dr. Rick Mosswith Dr. Rick Moss

Because 90-95% of our mind 
is unconscious, a clear way to 
see what you believe and what 
you desire is to look at what 
you are manifesting in your 
life. Pre-Cognitive Re-
Education (Pre-Cog) is an ex-
tremely powerful and effective 
way to change your mind and 
therefore to transform your 
life.

Developed over the last 20 
years by Rick Moss, Ph.D., Pre-
Cog is a method to uncover 
and eliminate the limiting be-
liefs and retained emotions 
that are the basis of how we 
create our “reality”. With 
these blocking thoughts and 
energies gone, our authentic 
nature and awesome spiritual 
inheritance is revealed and life 
changes.

“ It is simply the essence of power and precision in mental work.” 
~ Dr. Bill Little

“You have a wonderful gift to offer the world”` Louise Hay

“The Law of Mind obeys 

the orders that we give It 

whether we are conscious 

or unconscious that such 

orders are being given.”

                                                                                                                            

Dr. Ernest Holmes

Saturday, Jan.29th 10 a.m. to around 4:30 p.m.
Sunday, Jan.30th from 1:00 p.m. to around 5:00 p.m.

Location: Spiritual Center for Positive Living
3294  Royal Dr. Cameron Park
Cost: $120 if paid by Jan. 20th

$140 thereafter.

In this workshop we will:In this workshop we will:In this workshop we will:

 Do deep and transformative mental/emotional clearing Do deep and transformative mental/emotional clearing Do deep and transformative mental/emotional clearing 

work.work.work.

 Get a clearer experience of who we truly are.Get a clearer experience of who we truly are.Get a clearer experience of who we truly are.

 Learn PreLearn PreLearn Pre---Cog techniques for selfCog techniques for selfCog techniques for self---healing and healing and healing and 

 facilitating others.facilitating others.facilitating others.

 Start developing an internal “signal” of intuitive knowing.Start developing an internal “signal” of intuitive knowing.Start developing an internal “signal” of intuitive knowing.

 If desired, start on a path of professional development If desired, start on a path of professional development If desired, start on a path of professional development 

                                 as a Reas a Reas a Re---Educator.Educator.Educator.

  “I have been teaching and using metaphysical prayer or “treatment” for about 25 
years and I have finally found the natural evolution of it –your technique of clearing 
tapes from the subconscious.”                                                          ~Dr. Bill Little                                                                     


